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Newsletter May 2016 
With the financial year drawing to a close, our focus turns to common disclosure issues in 

remuneration reports and the process of conducting remuneration reviews. We’ve also conducted 

some research into top performing CEOs and considered the prospect of continuing stagnation in 

employee wage growth. 

Whichever party wins the election will have to act decisively to ensure the nation’s future 

prosperity.  

 

Clarity in Remuneration Reports: Common Problem Areas 

Remuneration reports convey an enormous amount of information to 

shareholders and it’s important that they are as clear as possible. Egan 

Associates identifies some common problem areas we encounter during our 

data collection and analysis. 

 

Remuneration Reviews: Consider the Whole Picture 

Egan Associates outlines the broad hierarchy of information collection and 

analysis that we undertake when reviewing remuneration levels. 

 

Analysing the Remuneration of Top CEOs 

The best performing CEOs over five or more years have lower remuneration 

packages than other CEOs, offset by much larger accumulated 

shareholdings. 

 

Low Wages Growth the New Normal! 

Two indicators recently published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 

signal the end of wage increases above the CPI. 

 

The Agenda 

‘The Agenda’ highlights current issues or matters that may be under review 

by the government or Boards. 
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Clarity in Remuneration Reports: 

Common Problem Areas 

Remuneration reports convey an enormous amount of information to shareholders and it’s important 

that they are as clear as possible. Egan Associates identifies some common problem areas we 

encounter during our data collection and analysis. 

Fixed remuneration 

The simplest part of executive remuneration, this information can rarely be misunderstood in the 

remuneration report. 

 Position changes 

One potential problem area is when there is uncertainty as to when an executive began or ended a 

role, or whether the remuneration disclosed relates to just one or multiple positions. 

One example of where starting and finishing dates might trip up a data entry team comes from 

the Australia and New Zealand Banking Group. It included 15 months of remuneration in the 2015 

year for former Business Group head Phillip Chronicon, as the executive finished his role before the 

end of the financial year but remained employed by the company until the end of the calendar year. 

Although this mode of disclosure provides an overview of Chronican’s payments for his last months 

at the company, if the unaltered figure from the statutory table is used as an annual figure for 

benchmarking purposes, it will skew the data upwards. In order to obtain an annual figure, it is 

necessary to read the note under the statutory table, which states that Chronican’s fixed annual 

remuneration was $1.3 million for 2015. 

 Benefits 

One potential exception to the general clarity of fixed remuneration is the disclosure of benefits. 

While some companies disclose what is included within this column, not all do. This information can 

be important, because one off payments for events such as relocation will often skew remuneration 

upwards and may require to be removed for analysis. 

Short term incentives 

Disclosure of short term incentives is where most issues arise. There are numerous areas where 

uncertainty can surface. 

 Alignment of remuneration disclosure with performance period 

One fundamental issue is whether the disclosed STI relates to performance in the financial year of 

the annual report or the prior performance year. Many companies now disclose the amount of cash 

STI that an executive has earned via the performance in the current financial year, regardless of the 

fact that payment will actually occur slightly after the financial year has completed. Other 
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companies disclose the cash STI in the year it is paid. In some cases, bonus payments from prior 

years may also be included. 

For example, Premier Investments made cash STI payments to two of its executives, according to 

the statutory remuneration table.  A note pointing to another page discloses that part of the CEO’s 

payment was for performance in the 2014 year and part for performance in the 2013 year. 

If attempting to compare performance in the current financial year with disclosed short term 

incentive payments, this approach is problematic. Egan Associates believes short term incentive 

payments should be disclosed in the financial year to which the performance relates. 

 STI Deferral 

The disclosure of STI deferral is extremely problematic. While cash STI is often now disclosed in the 

performance year it relates to as noted above, the number of deferred STI rights or shares granted is 

generally not disclosed until the following financial year. 

This is because the company will not know how many shares are to be granted until it has the share 

price grant date or the volume weighted average share price leading up to grant date. These grants 

can occur up to three months after the end of the financial year. 

Yet, even if it is impossible to provide the number of shares to be deferred, the value of the award 

to be deferred is generally known as it is most often a proportion of the cash award. 

Some companies disclose “actual remuneration” in a separate table to the statutory remuneration 

table, or provide a table of STI outcomes including the value of the STI to be deferred, or the total 

value of the STI earned (from which the value of the deferred STI can be calculated). 

Unfortunately this is not always the case, as there is no standard for disclosing “actual 

remuneration”. Some organisations will provide the STI earned for the year’s performance, while 

others will provide the value vesting in the year. Reading the notes is imperative. 

Where the value of the deferred STI is unclear but the value of the cash STI is known, it is often 

possible to calculate the value of deferred STI by finding the ratio of STI cash to STI deferred, and 

then using that ratio to calculate a share value from the STI cash amount. 

Difficulties arise where it is not clear what the ratio is. 

In some cases STI is only deferred once a target level of performance is reached, so it is necessary 

to know what the target STI for each executive is. This information is not always available. 

Another example where it is difficult to discover the ratio that is deferred comes from Macquarie 

Group. This company defers a portion of the profit share provided to executives, of which a portion 

is invested partially into shares and partially into notional Macquarie managed fund equity.  

The report also does not exactly disclose the portion deferred or invested on a per executive basis, 

as can be seen in the excerpt of the organisation’s annual report overleaf. 
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Further difficulties regarding the actual deferred STI value arises where, in a small minority of 

companies, rights are allocated at a discount to the prevailing share price using a Fair Value 

methodology.  Additional variability arises in relation to the method and timing of delivering 

dividends on deferred security awards. 

In rare cases the amount of STI cash paid is difficult to find. For example, the CSR statutory 

remuneration table combines the STI cash and deferred payments into one column. 

 

Luckily, the company also provides an actual remuneration table disclosing the total STI earned for 

the year. 

 Unusual Deferred STI plans 

The comments regarding the calculation of the value of STI deferred are only relevant when the 

amount of STI cash and equity is linked. 

Some organisations grant STI equity at the beginning of the performance period with vesting subject 

to the achievement of agreed performance conditions. In this case, it is difficult to determine how 

much the executive has earned in the year unless the company explicitly states how many shares 

were granted at the beginning of the year and forfeited at the end of the year given performance 

during the period. This adds a further calculation challenge in determining the award value which 

will reflect the share price at the date of vesting. 

http://eganassociates.com.au/clarity-in-remuneration-reports-common-problem-areas/mbsti_small/
http://eganassociates.com.au/clarity-in-remuneration-reports-common-problem-areas/csr_small/
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Even if organisations manage to navigate the above issues, it’s always possible to find 

complexities. Coca Cola Amatil, for example, currently only discloses the percentage of “post-tax” 

remuneration that is deferred, which is difficult to determine. 

 Long Term Incentives 

Understanding long term incentives can be less of a minefield than examining short term incentives, 

although they can be complex depending on how tailored the plan is for the organisation’s situation. 

If investors are interested in the actual amount of remuneration that is vesting from long term 

incentive plans, they are dependent on the voluntary actual remuneration disclosures of 

organisations unless they are willing to do some calculations using information from different 

sections of the annual report. 

Egan Associates is generally interested in the LTI opportunity – that is the value of long term 

incentive an executive is granted at the commencement of the performance period. This information 

is generally readily available by examining the number of securities granted or utilising information 

on the remuneration mix. 

 Fair Value 

One area that is often ambiguous is how the number of securities that will be granted is calculated. 

In most cases, companies now calculate the number of rights (the most common security granted) 

to be granted using the face value of the shares. Some companies will still use fair value to 

calculate the number of securities granted, inflating the share value allocated. This will not always 

be clearly declared in the annual report. 

 Ambiguity between incentive plans 

Another problem area is where long and short term incentives share the same equity instrument 

and/or plan and the organisation has not stated which grants relate to the short term incentive plan 

and which relate to the long term incentive plan. 

For example Brickworks (which issues shares for both its deferred short term incentive and its long 

term incentive under the one incentive plan) has not specified in the following table which shares 

were granted for short term performance and which were granted as a long term incentive. 

 

http://eganassociates.com.au/clarity-in-remuneration-reports-common-problem-areas/brickworks_small_2/
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 Exercise price 

Some organisations do not provide the exercise price for their options, an important piece of 

information that indicates how difficult the implicit share price hurdle is. 

 Statutory LTI 

Although statutory LTI disclosures neither present the amount the executive is granted nor the 

amount that vests to them during the year, they can be useful under certain circumstances. Yet, 

even in this disclosure governed by accounting standards there can be some uncertainty. For 

example, Infigen Energy does not distinguish in its statutory table between the fair value of its LTI 

and STI Deferred, only between cash and equity-settled incentives. 

Remuneration Mix 

The disclosure of the remuneration mix (the proportion of the remuneration that comprises fixed 

remuneration, short term incentives and long term incentives at target and maximum performance) 

has been improving since Egan Associates raised the issue a number of years ago, however there 

are still some issues. 

 Incomplete disclosure 

Sometimes only the target level of incentives is provided and sometimes only the maximum. On 

occasions neither is disclosed. In cases where an uncapped profit share arrangement is in place 

there will be no maximum, however in all other cases these should be disclosed to provide 

shareholders with information on executives’ remuneration opportunity. 

 Confused disclosure 

There are still some companies that are confusing target and maximum. Generally, target 

remuneration levels are paid where performance matches the company’s annual plans and budgets. 

The maximum payout is achieved where performance substantially exceeds expectations. 

An example of confusion between target and maximum comes from Eclipx Group. The table below 

notes that the maximum STI opportunity for CEO Doc Klotz is $850,000. The table also notes that 

the target STI is 100% of fixed remuneration and that the STI earned for the 2015 year was 100% 

of target. 

 

When examining the statutory remuneration table, it states that the STI paid was $850,000. 

Examining this information would lead to the conclusion that the target and the maximum are the 

same. 

http://eganassociates.com.au/clarity-in-remuneration-reports-common-problem-areas/eclipx_small/
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 Fair Value 

Some organisations use the fair value of the long term incentive in their remuneration mix, which 

may give investors a false impression of the size of the executives’ remuneration opportunity. South 

32 uses fair value in the calculation of LTI for its target remuneration mix, but clearly discloses this 

fact. 

Back to Title Page 
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Remuneration Reviews: Consider the 

Whole Picture 
Many Boards will have already begun the process of considering the management team’s 

remuneration as part of their annual performance and remuneration review. 

Egan Associates is involved in a large number of these processes and has found that many 

organisations are tempted to nominate salary increases or changes to incentive plans based solely 

on peer benchmarking and/or whether executives have met performance targets over the past year. 

These organisations may be perplexed when their remuneration decisions are questioned in future 

investor discussions. 

The element lacking in such situations is often a defining context. The consideration of the 

suitability of a management team’s remuneration should be like peeling an onion. It is only once the 

outer layers have successfully been considered that the core of the matter can be appraised. 

The broad hierarchy of information collection and analysis that Egan Associates undertakes when 

reviewing remuneration levels is as follows: 

Economy 

Shareholders will be less prepared to accept significant remuneration increases when large numbers 

of workers in the community are losing their jobs or experiencing low wage increases. Questions 

should include: 

 Is the Australian economy achieving above or below trend growth? 

 Is productivity (labour and multifactor) increasing or decreasing? 

 How fast are average wages increasing? What is happening to the consumer price index? 

http://eganassociates.com.au/benchmarking-are-the-facts-the-facts/
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 Is unemployment on the rise or decline? 

 Is there a high level of job vacancies? 

 What is the current cash rate set by the Reserve Bank of Australia? 

 How strong is consumer confidence? What is investment sentiment like? 

 How competitive is Australia’s tax and regulatory regime? Is this improving or becoming 

worse? 

 Is performance the same in the public and private sector? 

Since many organisations are now operating on a global scale, or are affected by movements in the 

global economy, a broad examination of global conditions may also need to be undertaken, with 

more detailed analysis required when executives are serving overseas. 

Sector & Geographies 

Sector conditions can be considered as a subset of the economy, with most of the questions 

subject to the economic overview being relevant within the sector and/or regional context. 

Questions include: 

 Is the sector/region growing, stagnant or contracting? 

 Are wages increasing faster than the average or more slowly? 

 Is there a skills shortage or a broad choice of suitably qualified employees? 

 Is productivity on the rise or decline? 

 How does performance compare to other sectors/regions? 

The questions below may add to the company’s considerations: 

 Do factors such as the current cash rate level or exchange rate affect the sector/region in a 

positive or negative fashion? 

 Is the current legislative environment favourable? 

 Is it changing? If so, will it become worse or better? 

 Is the sector dependent on factors such as commodity prices, seasonal/climatic variability or 

property cycles? 

All of these factors, among others, will have bearing on the ability of organisations to increase 

remuneration levels. 

Company 

Just as some sectors will lag the general economy while others outperform, each sector will have 

its stars, battlers and up-and-comers. Boards will have more scope to vary remuneration in the first 

setting than the second, while the third case will depend heavily on growth prospects. 

This is the point at which benchmarking and performance against company-wide performance 

targets can be considered. Questions include: 

 How does performance and remuneration quantum compare with comparable companies? 

Has the organisation’s budget been met? 

 Have stretch targets been met? 
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 What about milestones and strategic targets? Is the company tracking to meet long term 

goals? 

 How is the company performing against shareholder and analyst expectations? 

 Is the company at a point in its strategy implementation where losing executives from the 

team would result in significant damage? 

 Are there other implicit requirements not detailed in incentive plans that have not been met? 

For example, does the company’s culture match the desired ideal and if not, are remedial 

measures prepared or in process to change this? Or has the company’s brand been damaged 

in the past year following issues in the business? 

Individual 

Even when a company is performing well, it is important to distinguish between top performers and 

“come-to-work” contributors. Questions include: 

 Has the individual met their personal targets? 

 How has their business group/division performed? 

 What did they do to contribute to overall group performance? 

 Have they been proactively innovative? 

 Have they positively contributed to the desired company culture? 

 What is the likelihood of the individual being promoted internally or poached by another 

organisation? 

 What sort of “skin in the game” does the individual have? 

 Were there specific reasons the individual was brought into the role that will have bearing on 

the path their remuneration takes? Were there particular understandings when the individual 

began in the role about progression with proven performance? 

Only by considering information within the context presented above can Boards correctly assess 

whether incentive plans are appropriate and whether to increase remuneration for the executive 

team and by how much. 

Back to Title Page  
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Analysing the Remuneration of Top 

CEOs  
The best performing CEOs over five or more years have lower remuneration packages than other 

CEOs, offset by much larger accumulated shareholdings. 

Egan Associates recently conducted our annual “CEOs who deliver” analysis for the Australian 

Financial Review’s BOSS Magazine. The feature aims to identify which long serving CEOs have 

achieved the best results. 

The top 200 Companies ranked by Market Capitalisation at 31 March 2016 were assessed on Total 

Shareholder Return, Return on Equity and Revenue growth over a five-year period. Total shareholder 

return received twice the weight of the other metrics. A number of companies were excluded as 

they had not been listed for long enough to assess total shareholder return. Just under 170 

companies remained. Once companies had been ranked, CEOs were removed who had not held the 

CEO or equivalent leadership role at their company for at least five years, leaving approximately 80 

CEOs. Of those, the Top 10 CEOs for the 2016 analysis were as follows: 

 

Many would believe that these CEOs should outearn their peers. However, when Egan Associates 

analysed 2015 remuneration data for the tenured CEOs, the results did not support this hypothesis. 

Indeed, the reverse appears to be true, as shown by the table and figure overleaf. 

 

http://eganassociates.com.au/founders-dominate-top-ceo-stakes/
http://www.afr.com/brand/boss/northern-star-resources-bill-beament-tops-list-of-ceos-who-deliver-2016-20160401-gnw4bn
http://www.afr.com/brand/boss/northern-star-resources-bill-beament-tops-list-of-ceos-who-deliver-2016-20160401-gnw4bn
http://eganassociates.com.au/analysing-the-remuneration-of-top-ceos/top10/
http://eganassociates.com.au/analysing-the-remuneration-of-top-ceos/top-ten-remuneration/
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The calculation of LTI in this case is not the latest grant as we often use in our analyses, but the 

carried interest, which considers the annualised current value of unvested LTI equity grants over the 

last three years. 

 

As can be seen, the top 10 CEOs generally earned less than their peers (interquartile ranges). Yet 

ten is a relatively small sample and there are number of founders within the list.  

Dividing the CEOs who had served at least five years into two groups produced a slightly different 

result. 

 

The least well performing CEOs received better fixed remuneration, approximately equal STI and 

lower long term incentives, clearly illustrated by the figure overleaf. 

http://eganassociates.com.au/analysing-the-remuneration-of-top-ceos/remuneration-mix-top-ten/
http://eganassociates.com.au/analysing-the-remuneration-of-top-ceos/top-40-remuneration/
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Another key motivator for executives is skin in the game. Examining the CEOs’ shareholdings (both 

directly and by a related party), there is a significant difference between the value of shareholdings 

of top performing companies and the rest. 

 

Considering this, one could conclude that “skin in the game” is the best motivator or primary source 

of commitment. Boards hoping to align executive remuneration with shareholder interests may 

consider raising executive mandatory shareholder requirements. 

Back to Title Page 

  

http://eganassociates.com.au/analysing-the-remuneration-of-top-ceos/remuneration-mix-top-40/
http://eganassociates.com.au/analysing-the-remuneration-of-top-ceos/shareholdings/
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Low Wages Growth the New Normal! 

Two indicators recently published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics signal the end of an 

employment era. 

The consumer price index declined in the quarter to March 2016, prompting the Reserve Bank of 

Australia to lower the cash rate and raising the possibility of further interest rate reductions. 

The most recent release of the Wage Price Growth index shows that growth in wages has fallen 

further, from 0.5% in the December quarter to 0.4% in the March Quarter, leading to a year-on-year 

growth rate of 2.1%.  

This is the lowest wage price index growth since the beginning of the dataset in 1998, as shown in 

the figure below. 

 

Some industries have hit their lowest point of wage growth over the same time period, including 

Mining, Construction, Wholesale trade, Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste Services, Transport and 

Real Estate.  

Financial services and the Insurance sector experienced lower growth during the global financial 

crisis, while ICT experienced its nadir around the time of the dotcom bubble.  

Sector variability impacted by positive and negative global pressures is aptly highlighted by the 

graph found overleaf of the Wage Price Index growth of the mining industry versus that of all 

industries. 

http://eganassociates.com.au/low-wages-growth-the-new-normal/wage-price-index-growth/
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Experts have been warning that declining terms of trade would see wages and living standards 

decrease unless the nation managed to increase its productivity. The Productivity Commission 

reported a 0.8% increase in multi-factor productivity in its 2016 update, the highest in recent years. 

The falling terms of trade led to negative growth in Australia’s per capita income. If the terms of 

trade continued their trend, it would fall further, according to the Commission. 

After many years of enjoying high growth in wages for the developed world, has Australia’s run 

come to an end? Will the current level of wage growth be the new normal, or will Australia create 

wage growth through innovation, championing new industries and export opportunities while 

focusing its citizens’ energies on striving to achieve global best in class productivity outcomes in all 

fields of national endeavour? 

Unless Australia can focus its efforts on improving the nation’s productivity through education, 

technology and the application and development of technology, creating relative economic 

advantage in the above areas, there is a significant risk that the first scenario will occur. 

Back to Title Page 

  

http://eganassociates.com.au/pay-and-productivity/
http://eganassociates.com.au/low-wages-growth-the-new-normal/wpi-index-mining-2/
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The Agenda 

 

International law changes and developments 

 The National Law Review has published a concise and useful list containing the executive 

remuneration rules that were described in the Dodd Frank laws and their current status. 

 The US Department of Labor (DOL) has released its final rule revising the nation’s overtime 

rules. The exempt salary threshold level will increase from US$455 per week, or US$23,660 

per year, to US$913 per week, or US$47,476 annually. Employees paid less than 

US$47,476 will be entitled to overtime pay on any work beyond 40 hours per week. 

Gender pay 

 An article in The Washington Post has analysed the link between gender, race and pay using 

US Government survey data from 60,000 households. It notes that earnings by gender and 

race were as follows: 

o Asian men ($1,080) 

o White men ($897) 

o Asian women ($841) 

o White women ($734) 

o African-american men ($680) 

o Hispanic men ($616) 

o African-american women ($611) 

o Hispanic women ($548) 

The article points out that in all cases within race it is apparent that women are earning less 

than men. For example, despite the fact that Asian women are approaching white men in 

terms of pay, they still lag well behind Asian men. 

 Pew Research Center, a US organisation, has detailed some of the key facts about the gender 

pay gap in an article regarding Equal Pay Day, which is a date symbolising how far into the 

New Year the average American woman would have to work to earn what the average 

American male did the previous year.The organisation points out that full time working 

women in the US earn 77% of what their male counterparts earn, which means that women 

have to work approximately 60 extra days to earn what men did the previous year. 

It also notes that the gap has narrowed from 36 cents in 1980 to 16 cents today, however 

persists for the following reasons: 

o Women continue to work in lower paying occupations; 

o Women are more likely to experience career interruptions than men; and 

o Women are about twice as likely as men to say they had been discriminated against at 

work due to their gender. 

http://www.natlawreview.com/article/dodd-frank-and-executive-compensation-part-1-status-update
https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2016-11754.pdf
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/14/on-equal-pay-day-everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-gender-pay-gap/
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Salary surveys and analysis 

 The latest New Zealand Herald survey of executive pay has revealed that average 

remuneration received by top New Zealand listed companies increased by 12% in 2015, to 

NZ$1.68 million. The highest paid executive was Fonterra CEO Theo Spierlings at NZ$4.94 

million while the CEO of ANZ New Zealand David Hisco came in at second place, receiving 

NZ$4.18 million. This represented a drop of 2.3% for Hisco, who was the highest paid CEO 

in 2013 and 2014. Overall remuneration increases were predominantly due to bonuses, 

which reflect performance as opposed to base pay where increases are usually correlated 

with inflation. 

There was a lack of women in this year’s pay survey as all of the highest paid executives 

were men. YWCA Auckland chief executive Monica Briggs says that the same problems that 

contribute to the gender pay gap are also causing a lack of female CEOs in New Zealand. 

“Businesses who talked to us revealed unexplained pay gaps linked to some of their highest 

performing female staff. Yet they only discovered this once they took a harder look at the 

problem and ran the data”, she said. 

 US CEOs of S&P 500 companies made US$12.4 million on average last year, down from 

$13.5 million in 2014, aunion study has found. The figures are issued annually by the AFL-

CIO, the largest US federation of labor unions. An AFL-CIO spokeswoman said the lower 

average CEO compensation figure reflected that for many, the present value of future pension 

benefits declined. Union leaders have commented that the figures show how pay decisions 

do not favour the average worker, who made around US$36,900 last year, up from around 

US$36,000 in 2014. 

 Research by the Australasian Legal Practice Management Association (ALPMA), supported by 

the Empire Group, reveals that 45% of law firms are expecting pay rises to be above the rate 

of CPI this year, with a further 32% planning increases in line with CPI. The largest pay 

increases are expected to be awarded in Victoria, where 58% of firms surveyed stated that 

pay rises would exceed inflation. In contrast, the smallest increases are likely to be awarded 

in South Australia where only 21% of firms expect pay increases to exceed CPI. 

 US association WorldatWork has explored the impact of activists on executive compensation 

programs by analysing changes a year after an activist investor was elected to the board. 

WorldatWork reports that since 2013: 

o 35% of companies made changes to both annual and long term incentive plan design; 

o 20% of companies made changes only to the long term incentive plan design; and 

o 15% of companies only changed the annual incentive plan design. 

The activist investor was more inclined to push for bottom line metrics that they believed 

would drive shareholder value as well as increase stock price, and preferred quantitative 

metrics as opposed to a reliance on qualitative individual performance. 

There was also a shift in the long term incentive plan mix; in particular, activist investors 

preferred a shift from time based restricted stock to performance based long term incentives 

in the form of stock options or a performance based long term incentive plan with leverage. 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11638385
http://www.aflcio.org/Corporate-Watch/Paywatch-2015
http://www.alpma.com.au/Research/salary-survey
https://www.worldatwork.org/waw/adimComment?&id=80189
https://www.worldatwork.org/waw/adimComment?&id=80189
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Federal Budget – Key Measures 

The 2016-17 Budget was handed down on Tuesday 3 May. The key initiatives, most of which 

relate to superannuation, are as follows: 

Superannuation 

 $1.6 million transfer balance cap 

o The Government plans to introduce a $1.6 million cap on the total amount of 

superannuation savings that can be transferred from a concessionally taxed accumulation 

account to a tax free retirement account. 

o Superannuation savings in excess of the cap can remain in a superannuation 

accumulation account, where they will be taxed at 15%. 

o Those individuals already in retirement as at 1 July 2017 with balances in excess of 

$1.6 million will need to either transfer the excess back into an accumulation 

superannuation account or withdraw the excess amount from their superannuation. 

 $500,000 lifetime cap on non-concessional contributions 

o The lifetime cap includes all after-tax contributions made on or after 1 July 2017, from 

which time the ATO has reliable contributions records. 

o People who exceed the cap will be notified by the ATO, where they will be asked to 

withdraw the amount contributed above the $500,000 cap, along with any associated 

earning. 

o However, if an individual has exceeded the cap prior to commencement, they will have 

used up their lifetime cap but will not be required to withdraw the excess. 

 Removal of 10% rule for deductible personal contributions 

The Government will extend the ability for those who are self-employed to claim tax 

deductions for personal superannuation contributions, which is currently restricted by the 

10% rule. 

 Expanding spousal contributions 

The Government plans to increase access to the low income spouse superannuation tax 

offset by increasing the income threshold for the low income spouse from $10,800 to 

$37,000. 

 Reduction in Division 293 threshold 

Currently, anyone earning an adjustable taxable income of more than $300,000 pays an extra 

15% tax on concessional super contributions. The Government intends to reduce the income 

threshold to $250,000 for imposing the extra contributions tax. 
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 Extending tax exemptions on earnings 

From 1 July 2017, the tax exemptions on earnings in the retirement phase of superannuation 

will be extended to products such as deferred lifetime annuities and group-self annuitisation 

products 

 Work Test 

The work test for those aged 65 to 74 will be abolished from 1 July 2017. Currently, to be 

eligible to make contributions to super, if you are aged 65 to 74, you must have worked for 

at least 40 hours over 30 consecutive days in the financial year you wish to make the 

contribution. 

 Catch up contributions 

From 1 July 2017 any unused portions of the annual $25,000 concessional cap can be 

carried forward on a rolling basis for a period of five consecutive years. 

Personal tax rates 

 Budget deficit levy 

The Treasurer previously indicated that the 2% Temporary Budget Repair Levy on incomes 

over $180,000 will not be extended beyond its initial three years, which means it will cease 

at the end of the 2016-17 financial year. 

 Increasing the middle income tax bracket 

The Government will increase the middle tax bracket threshold from $80,000 to $87,000. 

This means that taxpayers will now pay 32.5 cents for each $1 over $37,000 until they earn 

$87,000 or more. Currently each $1 between $80,000 and $180,000 is taxed at 37 cents. 

Employment 

 Youth jobs 

Employers will receive $1,000 upfront to hosting job seekers under the age of 25, with the 

intern receiving a $200 fortnightly payment on top of their income support. Employers can 

also receive a Youth Bonus wage subsidy of up to $10,000 for hiring those job seekers with 

barriers to employment and will receive up to $6,500 for hiring the most job ready job 

seekers. 

Research and studies 

 On 28 April the Federal Government released its “Unlocking Potential” report into its 

workforce management contestability completed by Fairfax board member Sandra McPhee. 

The report was commissioned to examine current practices around recruitment, employee 

mobility and separations, specifically in the context of contestability. It made a number of 

recommendations in the areas of talent management, including: 

o reforming human resources (such as increasing outsourcing for transactional tasks and 

thereby reducing headcount). 

http://www.apsc.gov.au/publications-and-media/current-publications/unlocking-potential-report
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o increasing role flexibility (including implementing measures to allow more temporary 

employment and pushing for culture change so that “separation” from the service is not 

seen as negative); and 

o changing hiring practices(including overhauling the APS classification system and 

removing unnecessary processes in hiring and promotion to better enable merit); and 

o improving talent management by making it a key accountability for department 

secretaries and routine for high-level executives). 

 A survey conducted by Accenture Strategy has found that 73% of business leaders and 

employees believe that performance management needs to change, and 77% believe that 

customising performance management practices (for example, in terms of coaching, 

feedback, goal-setting and types of rewards) to individuals and groups is mandatory to meet 

the needs of the workforce of the future. However, only 34% stated that their organisation 

has moved away from a standardised approach. Other key findings from the survey include: 

o 66% of respondents believe that the use of ratings creates a negative experience for 

everyone except the few at the top. 

o 63% of leaders that use forced rankings believe eliminating them would simplify 

performance management. 

o 92% of leaders and 89% of employees stated, however, that traditional rankings and 

ratings should have some role in determining rewards. 

o 79% of leaders and 69% of employees believe that making performance management 

transparent is expected and even required. 

o 78% of leaders and 64% of employees believe performance tracking technologies will 

change the future of performance management for the better. 

Back to Title Page 

https://www.accenture.com/t20160414T031930__w__/ch-en/_acnmedia/PDF-13/Accenture-Strategy-Is-Performance-Management-Performing.pdf
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About us 
For more than 25 years, Egan Associates has advised leading organisations and emerging 

enterprises in Australia and New Zealand on the remuneration of Board Directors, executives and 

key staff members, as well as performance management, corporate governance and Board 

effectiveness. 

Our Services include: 

 Remuneration reviews and benchmarking: for CEOs, executives, senior management and 

professional positions, including specialist roles 

 Annual incentive plan structures: advice on performance criteria, target and maximum payment 

levels as well as deferral and clawback provisions 

 Long term incentive plan structures: advice on participation, performance hurdles, equity 

instruments, valuation and allocation, as well as provision of performance monitoring services 

 Corporate transactions / IPOs: assistance transitioning pre-IPO reward arrangements into the 

listed company environment (or any other corporate transformation) considering issues 

including escrow provisions 

 Government pay reviews: assistance at federal, state and local level in administrative, policy 

and corporatised environments on reward for senior executives, professional and administrative 

staff, and governing Boards 

 Board fee reviews: benchmarking Board fee levels, including Chairman and Director retainer 

fees, Committee Chairman and member fees and fees for adhoc engagements. 

 Board effectiveness: assistance with Board reviews, Board skills matrices, scenario planning 

and Board documentation. 

John Egan  

John’s early career was with Cullen Egan Dell (now Mercer Human Capital), 

which he chaired from 1983 to 1989, when he formed Egan Associates. John 

has been an advisor to Boards and senior executives on organisation, 

governance and reward issues over many years. He has assisted a significant 

majority of Australia’s top 200 companies as well as a myriad of 

entrepreneurial organisations and government entities across a wide range of 

industries. 

John has been actively involved with Universities, chairing Sydney University’s Board of Advice for 

its Faculty of Economics & Business (2001 – 2010).  John is an Honorary Fellow of the University 

and an Adjunct Professor in the School of Business. 

His personal interests are in cool climate gardens – www.thebraesgarden.com – and he served as a 

Trustee of the Sydney Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust from May 2010 to June 2014. 

 

http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Benchmarking
http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Incentives
http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Incentives
http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Transactions
http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Government
http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Boardfees
http://eganassociates.com.au/services/#Governance
http://www.thebraesgarden.com/

